PNP Planning Tool for the Kansas Assessment Program (KAP)

Tools available to all students as needed by subject

- Calculator- Basic or TI-108 (Grades 6-8, 10)
- Periodic table
- Calculator- TI Graphing (Grade 10)
- Pointer
- Calculator – TI Scientific (Grades 6-8)
- Search
- Eraser
- Striker
- Guideline
- Tags
- Highlighter
- Text-to-speech audio – directions
- Mark for review
- Whole screen magnification
- Separate, quiet or individual setting
- Notes

Accommodations (available only when selected in PNP) for students who have an IEP, 504, ELL plan or statement of student need

Display Enhancements
- Magnifications (2x, 3x, 4x, 5x)
- Masking (answer masking, custom masking)
- Overlay color
- Contrast color
- Invert color choice

Audio & Environment Support
- Auditory background
- Single switches
- Spoken audio – synthetic text to speech (TTS)
  - Text only
  - Text & Graphics (default)
- Text to speech (TTS) ELA – passages and text items *Requires KSDE approval – select NonVisual

Language & Braille
- Keyword translation display (Spanish)
- Signing – American Sign Language
- Braille (UEB) *Must order by November

Other Supports
- Two-switch system
- Sign interpretation
- Test administrator enters responses for student

TTS for ELA passages must be approved by KSDE

1. This accommodation is ONLY for students with an IEP, 504 or student intervention plan.
2. This accommodation is appropriate for students who receive daily instruction and assessments orally and through computerized text to speech.
3. This accommodation should only be used by students who:
   a. Have a reading-based disability (at least two grade levels below) that affects the student’s decoding, fluency or comprehension skills.
   b. Can’t access print text due to blindness or low vision and don’t have adequate Braille skills.